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Correction to "Thin Operators in a von Neumann Algebra" 
By CATHERINE L. OLSEN in Buffalo (N.Y., U.S.A.) 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 in my paper, in Acta Sci. Math,, 35 (1973), 211—216 is incorrect. 
The following argument should be substituted for this proof. The author apologizes for this error. 
L e m m a . Let si be a von Neumann algebra, and J* a uniformly closed ideal in si. 
Let cp be an irreducible representation of si on a Hilbert space Jrj, with ^ ( . / ^ { O } . 
Then there is a net of projections (EjczJ' such that {cp(Ea)} converges strongly to the 
identity operator on i). 
P r o o f . The image <p(./) is an irreducible algebra of operators on [4, p. 53, 
2.11.3]. Hence cp{/) is strongly dense in H$(§>), so by the Kaplanslcy Density Theo-
rem, the unit ball of cp {J*) is strongly dense in the unit ball of J'(io). Let {Aa} be a 
net of operators in J> such that {cp (Aa)} is a net of non-zero operators in the unit 
ball of converging weakly to We may assume Aa=A*: taking adjoints is 
weakly continuous so cp{% (Aa+A*)} converges weakly to . 
Let Ea(o) be the spectral measure for Aa, Consider the set of projections 
— Ii> — Ea 1 1 n ' n ( n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
These conveige strongly with n to the support projection of Aa, and for each an, 
E^J [2, p. 855 Lemma4.1]. Since \\EmAaEm-Aa\\^l/n, we have \\<p(EmAaEJ-
~<P(4*)II — The set {Exn} is a net under the ordering: any-a'n' if a > a ' and 
77 >77'. We claim that {cp(Em)} converges strongly to . 
Choose an arbitrary with ||x|| = 1, and let e>-0 be given. There is a /? such 
that |((7— cp(AJ)x, x ) |<e for a>/J , and an m such that l / m < e . Note that cp(Aa)^I 
implies cp(EmAaEa,^cp(EJ. Tlius for «>-/?, n>m, 
(0T-cp{EJ)x, x) g ((I-cp(Em,AaEJ)x, x) si 
S |((I-cp{A^)x,x)\+\(<jp{Aa)-cp(EmAaEJ)x,x)\ S 2e. 
Thus cp(Ea„) converges strongly to 7 6 , and the Lemma is proved. 
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378 C. L. Olson: Correction 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 is corrcct through the sentence "Set y~ip(A)x~(ii>(A)x,x)x." 
After this the argument should rend as follows: 
The representation (p restricted to is irreducible on §>. Thus the argument 
in [6, p. 61, Proposition 3.1] yields a projection EZ0>, Esl—P, which satisfies the 
relations 
I s M m x f + P , <p{E)y = 0, 
where p is a small positive number to be determined later. In other words, 
cp(I— E)y=y, \\<P(I~E)xV^p. 
By the Lemma, there is a net of projections ( E j c ^ with <p(Ea) converging 
strongly to I f y Then Fa=EayP£0>, and sincc q>(EJ^q>(Fj, the net {(p(Fa)} also 
converges strongly to 7 e . Set Ta=(I—E)E„(I— E). Then {'/«} is a net of positive 
operators in J with 
rpCO m I-E, 
and {(p(T^)} converges strongly to cp(J—E). Observe that rpiT^C-SP. For, if we set 
Sa=Ea{I-E), then Ta=Sa*Sa. Then rp(Sa)^Fa, so rp(Sa)Z&. Thus the equivalent 
projection rp(S*) is in 0>. Finally, tp(Ta)==rp(S*) implies rp(T„)(-(?. Since 
S(p{rp{T^)^(p(I— E), we have {<p(rp(T$ft<Z(p(0l1) converges strongly to <p(J—E). 
Hence we can find 0£0>, Q=rp(TaJ^P, such that 
\\y-<p(Q)y\\ = Vp(!-E)y-cp(Q)y\\ < p. 
In particular \\(p(Q)y\\>\\y\\—p. Furthermore, since (p(Q)^(p{I—E), we have 
\\(p(Q)x\\2=\\(p(I—E)x\\2'Sp. Thus we have: 
| | 0 4 ( / - 0)| | is | |cp{QA( I - 0 ) )x | | £ MQA)x\\ - ||<¡0(0^4)|| \\cp(Q)x\\ ^ 
^ ||<p(Q){(p(A)x-((p(A)x, x)x) + (p(Q)((p(A)x, x)x\\- \\A\\ ]fp s 
S ||<P(0)^11 - ||(p{Q){cp{A)x, x)x| | - M|| f p is 
^ \\y\\-P-\(HA)x, x)\]/p-\\A\\Yp. 
For sufficiently small choice of p we obtain 
110^(7-0)11 £ | | ( - / )U)x- (^ (^ )x ,x )x | | - e . 
Hence the proof is complete. 
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